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(toti-appropriated funds are "toe moneys which support certain
revenue-producing, welfare, and sundry activities which ere not provided
for in congressional appropriations but are necessary adjuncts to the
anted forces."1 They are instruaentalitles of the United States, set up
for administrative use, and are separate and distinct from the funds re-
corded on the books of the Treasury and General Accounting Office. They
are usually for the purpose of contribution to the welfare, comfort, or
pleasure of military or civilian employes.
"Non-appropriated funds include, but are not United to:
(a) Funds received and expended for Navy accounts and
organizations such as Welfare and recreation funds
derived froa Ship's Stores, Navy and Marine Ex-
changes; funds received and expended by officers 9
and enlisted nes 4s clubs; Navy employees' relief
funds; Civil Cervice employees* association funds;
and employee-operated cafeteria funds.
(b) Funds received end expended by employee credit unions
or ether organizations which have Federal or State
charters. These Include all credit unions in the fteva!
Establishment.
(c) Funds derived from gifts, games, entertainments and
collections."2
The purpose of this paper is to explore the internal audit and
control procedures which are pertinent to Non-appropriated funds, with
emphasis upon the prevention of fraud and the safeguarding of Non-appropri-
ated fund assets. In so doing, it is realized that any system of internal
1SB 32D-5-1, Dictionary of United States Army Terms, p. 191.
20ffice of the Comptroller of the Navy, Internal ftMtiUiffg - Prlncfotfej
Policies. Minimum Standards and Objectives. Department of the Navy. Wash-
ington, 0. C, May 1951, p. 15.
Ill

audit and control is designed primarily for the purpose of maximizing tee
efficiency of operations. The prevention of fraud is an important, but
ancillary purpose. But it Is fraud In tea administration of these funds,
and not mediocrity or mere inefficiency of operations, which results in
the diversion of ouch military manpower to official investigations and
courts-martial, with the Commanding Officer almost invariably an Interested
party and sometimes a defendant. Many Commanding Officers have suffered
embarrassment or blemished service records resulting from frauds perpet-
rated by their employes and nilitary subordinates in the administration
of Non-appropriated fund activities. It is hoped that this paper will
in sons measure serve to stimulate the Commanding 0fficer 9s interest in this





Tbe CoanandinQ Officer, when confronted with an aadit report In
which areas of loose control are pointed out, too often reacts with an
expression similar to the following: "Controls are all well and good, but
after all I trust ay people, and I will not be too concerned about a little
laxness in control." The typical Commanding Officer will duly note such
a report, pass it on to the people concerned, with a mild admonition to
"straighten it out,** and turn his attention to more pressing business.
The experienced auditor, however, has learned the truth la the saying
"those we g& trust cjjg, steal; those we don*t trust can't steal.*"
Many buslnessnen put employes in two broad categories of honesty.
First, there are those who simply are not morally capable of fraud under
any circumstances. Fortunately, these are in the sajority, and we
do not have to worry about then. In tbe second category are those who
consider themselves to be honest and actually do not think they will
ever be dishonest. But when a person in this category encounters
financial difficulties - be it frost sickness in tbe family, high living.
*To embezzle is "to appropriate fraudulently to one fs own use,
as property entrusted to one*s care." Hence embezzlement implies fraudulent
i-j^Dvi-i-iion" by a bimfc §J fcfvft. :;-gjl Ifl |s*jt ll defined U lit l^jal
sense as "an Intentional perversion of truth to induce another to part
with some valuable thing belonging to him, or to surrender a legal right."
In practice, these terms are used more or less interchangeably, as will







- and at the same tine It exposed to a loose systen
of Internal audit and control, be has so open invitation to steal. The
feeling is quite yeneral, in auditing and fidelity insurance circles, that
management is largely responsible for the defalcations in this second group.
A prominent fidelity insurance •Xpert put it this way:
"Dishonesty is usually the result of the direct and preoedltated
acts of the individual. However, too often embezzlers are
•betted in their stealings by poor accounting system, lack of
internal control, and inadequate periodic audits. HJhee an em-
ployer^ nethed of operations makes it easy for an individual to
steal, unfair tesptation Is placed before the employe. Should
either a real or a fancied need for noney arise, such as for
large nodical expenses, a premising business venture or other
gamble, it is difficult, to predict whether an indiviidual will
succumb to temptation. 2
It follows that a Comueading Officer may well deem it his duty to protect
his employes and his military subordinates from themselves by keeping tempt-
ation out of their nay.
It is difficult for a casual researcher to obtain statistics on
the extent of fraud in the administration ot military nonappropriated funds.
This stems from tuo causes: first, the requirement for administrative pri-
vacy bars the researcher from access to official files of reports of in-
vestigations and audit reports concerning defalcations. Second, as in the
business world, many defalcations simply are not reported, and many continued
undiscovered. These difficulties are not important,, however, because non-
appropriated fund activities are not unique; they have very similar counter-
Tha familiar triple Incentive for embezzlement - "redheads, rum,
and races'* - has been superseded by more righteous motives, as follows:
(1) to keep families together, including the payment of education bills;
(2) to pay hospital bills; and (3) to keep up with the Jones*.
%r. A. F. Lafrcnts, Chairaan of Board, American Surety Co.
,
in ^saraace Borjd jjQ^T Property »M MftbUto. P. 35.
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ports Id the bus!doss world. The accounting system and toe systems of
Internal andit and control employed In tee administration of these activities
are very sioilar to those employed in business. Too, the people concerned
with the administration of nonappropriated funds are a good cross-section
of the population. Hence it can be safely assutaed that the difficulties
encountered by business in the area of fraud are also encountered by
the military, and a discussion of one will also serve for the other.
An examination of the Federal Bureau of Investigation's uniform
Crime Oeports1 reveals that a total of 18914 persons In the United States
were charged2 with embezzlement in 1956. This figure represents a rate of
29 persons per 100,000 of population, which in itself does not appear to
be particularly alarming. But the fact is that the conventional armed
robber is a rank amateur in comparison with the trusted employe when
it comes to theft. Professional thieves stole about $450 million in
goods and money In 1957. The embezzler, whose crime is incidental to
a legitimate career, made off with at least $500 mill ion. Accurate estimates
of total losses by embezzlements cannot be made because many such losses
go unreported for one reason or another.3 Gbdoubtedly, many remain un-
detected. A national detective agency that handles many industrial accounts
* Uniform Crime Reports for the United States, Issued by Federal
Bureau of Investigation, O.S. Department of Justice, Washington D. C f , 1937
semi-annual bulletin, 1957, vol. XXVII, number 1, p. 56. Goversmeat
Printing Office, Washington D.C. 1957.
2flbte that the figure 16,914 represents the number of persons
charged, and does not represent the number of persons convicted.
Reasons for failure to report embezzlements include the following:
(1) Ssbarrassmeat of management at having been so foolish as to trust the
wrong man; (2) Pity for the embezzler; (3) fear that prosecution may be un-
successful, exposing the company to counter-suits; (4) fear that unfavorable




places the annual lots to embezzlers at nearly $750 oillion. Many police
and fidelity insurance experts believe that the true, although unascertaiaablt
total is between $1 hillioa and $2 billion. Coupled with this high loss due
to embezzlements is the fact that enploye embezzlements have steadily risen
In recent years - faster, in proportion, than the amount of money in circu-
latien * and now rank with fire as a oajor cause of business loss. The
tragedy of this unhappy situation Is that only about $90 Billion of the
annual less to embezzlers is covered by fidelity insurance. The reminder
cones directly out of business profits.
QsnsMlsswint is insidious and shocking because the thief frequently
is a trusted enploye who has served his organization faithfully for aany
years. The embezzler can be just about
.
The oust distinctive facts regarding ombezzlement are (1 ) the
very high frequency of the offense and (2) its incidence in
all strata of society. The discomforting likelihood, plainly
indicated as one probes the data, is that if everyone was net
soaetlfse in his life an embezzler, at least a large percent
of all types of person in every profession, vocation, social
and economic status, has sometime committed embezzlement. 1
The United States Fidelity and Guaranty Company published a re-
port in which 1001 cases of mercantile embezzlement ware taken at random
from their files and studied. 2 47 states, most provinces of Canada, and
several foreign countries where American concerns have branches, were
represented In this study. Nearly every type of business was represented.
Tbe list of embezzlers included* ran and women la a wide range of occupations,
all levels of importance, and all adult age groups. They cost business ever
$6 million in money and property. Tbe average man embezzled $6,363.02, the
iJerome Ball, Theft. Law and Society Indanapolis, Bobbs-Herrill
Company, 1935, p. 209.
2t




overage wonan $4,129.42. The total loss exceeded the bond coverage
by 90%, The study draws a picture of the "typical" embezzler as follows:
Your typical embezzler belongs in the white collar class, fte Is
thirty-six years old. lie is Berried. He has a wife and two children.
lie is not psychopathic or of feeble Bind, nor does be live in a neigh-
borhood where crime is widespread. His upbringing has been good, fie
is not the lowest paid person in his employer's organization, nor is
he the highest. His friends and very often bis wife imagine that his
salary is $300.00 a Booth or sore, but it is nearer $175.00 a Booth. *
Ho has a high school education, tie lives coafortably. He has a nod-
Iub priced automobile, last year*s model, on which a balance is still
owing. Ills traveling has been confined to occasional week-ends and a
two-week vacation in the suraner. tie is a good sixer. He participates
In social and community affairs. Be enjoys a good tioe. tie likes a
drink, but he rarely takes it during business hours, tie lives in every
state In the 'Jnlon, in every province of Canada, In large cities, in
snail cities, tie is employed In every type of business, tie is eoopeteat
and smart, tie has held his position for five and a half years. His
enployer regards hia favorably and be has honestly earned the position
of trust to which he has attained, la short, so far os his pest record
Is concerned, he is a regular fellow, a noraal individual with a
better than average business reputation and future. Yet he becomes an
The Federal Bureau of Investigations "Uniform Criae Bsports**^
includes an interesting breakdown of the identity of embezzlers by age
groups. The 13,494 arrests for embezzlement In 1477 cities of 2S00 or aore
population or sore, tabulated by age groups, is as follows for 1936. 2
fiw ProttR Hi&gr. PWftttt<yrc








50 f, over Iffifr 9M
Totals 1^94 100.00
*This report was published at a tine when $175.00 a aonth was
a substantial salary.
Ifwssl Criae Reports for the United States, Vol. XXVII Number 2,
Annual Bulletin, 1956, Goveraaent Printing Office, Washington, D.C, p. 109.
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Another tabulation in that reference shown the incidence of oabessleaent
by geographical areas, as follows: 1
Arrests for enbezzleaent,
:.. Him Pfflr HQQ.Q99 iflfrftlmtta.
South Atlantic <ineludiag P. C.
)
66.9
East South Central 52.9
Wmm$M 45.o
Bast Mirth Central 30.0
West ^outh Central 27.5
Pacific 25.4
Hast North Central 25.0
23.4
Middle Atlantic 16.1
The shore tNidation of eufcezzlers by age groups is probably about
the same as the distribution of our working population by age groups, and
is significant only in that It supports the previous assortion that the
eobezzler can be Just about anybody. The tabulation of entoezzlers by
geographical areas is interesting, particularly to a eanaeer or a Coawaadlng
Officer, in that it indicates that an eobezzler is sore than twice as
likely to be encountered at a naval activity in the District of Columbia
and southward along the eastern seaboard as he is north of the District
and on the west coast.
The preceding discussion has briefly outlined the incidence and
cost of e&bezzlenent, and has attempted to identify the eobezzler. The
conclusion at this point is that every businessman stands a good chance
of being vlctifsized by an enbezzler, the will probably be a trusted employee
and who will probably be aided by his boss* innocent collusion • in the
fora of cotapiaceacy, blind trust, or loose control. A brief examination
of the reasons which coopol a goo? man to turn thief way new be in order.




which ouplo/os nay bo divided - those who simply could not be dishonest
under any circumstances, aud these who think they are honest, but, given
an urgent need for money, can rationalize a breach of trust. However,
this theory is not necessarily shared by all experienced surety officials,
some or^whea are less charitable and feel that anyone will embezzle when
temptation is great and concealment is easy. Dr. Donald R. Cressey of
O.C.UA. offered the following theory in his Ph.D. Thesis:
Trusted persons become trust violators when they conceive of
themselves as having a financial problem which is eon-shareable,
have the knowledge or awareness that this problem can be secretly
resolved by violation of the position of financial trust, and are
able to apply to their own conduct in that situation verbalizations
which enable them to adjust their conceptions of thouselves as
trusted persons with their conceptions of themselves as users of
the entrusted funds or property.*
Thus Dr. Cressey visualizes three conditions which must precede an em-
bezzlement: (Da pressing non-shareable financial problem, which con-
curs with (2) opportunity to embezzle without likelihood of detection*
and (3) rationalizing the embezzlement in terms of its being a temporary
"borrowing.
"
tmited States Fidelity and Guaranty 9s "1001 Embezzlers* Includes
a tabulation of the various reasons which compeled these persons to embezzle,
as follows:2
Or. Donald a. Cressey, quoted in Bmmmi Mw PH* ftlfWt by
Rail, Indanapolis, 1935, p. 303.





Dishonest Son - - - - - - « 1
Bleetaail - - - 2
paving for a Rainy Day ---------- 2
Btplaolng Lost Money -----------
Wive* 7
Operation of Another Business - - 13
Sentally Irresponsible ---------- 14
Inadequate Income -------------
Sickness of tfife. Son, or Daughter *
Speculation .-••..--- 84
tfeaen ..-.-.-•...«•--•-•- |02
Bad Business Managers ----------- 133
Aceuaulatloa of Debts ----------- 136
tiring Above their Means ---------- 161
tabling and/or Drink ----------- 169
Criminal Characters ------------ 4\
Total IB
Sickness in Partly 2
Dependents ....... 4
Operation of another Business ------- 1
Mentally Irresponsible ----------- 3
Gaabling — ---.•--«--------— 2
hm « 2
Accusalation of Debts ------------





























Seasons such as the above, then, can eenpel a basically honest
person to "borrow". Kany, nest, or all persons have the traits of character
such that when exposed to a sufficiently eonpelling need for weaey they can
rationalise "borrowing" frees their employer. If an enploye develops such
an urgent a non-shareable financial probleta it Is not likely that the Cea-
andlag Officer will learn of it. But a prospective enbezzler oay display
certain characteristics and habits which nay lead the Cooaandiag Officer
or the Manager to wonder, and to question. The inqusitive. Questioning niad
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can be a valuable adjunct to Internal control, for simple questions, having
little relation to principles of internal control, have led to the discovery
of aeny defalcators. For esxaple. It was the inquisitive nature of a new
ooploye which led to the discovery of the notorious Simile Magnus after
her 20-ock! years of continued eiabezzleaeat in Norfolk, Virginia. Kinnie
might have been discovered ouch sooner if her employer had asked the staple
question "why doesn't Hinnie ever take a vaction or a day off?*
the remainder of this paper will be devoted to an exaaieatioa of
the aethods and tools available to the Coanaadiag Officer in the control
of nonappropriated funds and the Binioizing of opportunity, which is the
third prerequisite to an eBbezaleaent - the prerequisite which is largely
under the control of the Cotaaandlng Officer.

CmfTSB XX
control or nhn^ppropriated fonds
"Internal control cooprises the plan of organization and all of
the coordinate aetbods and aeasuros adopted within a business to safeguard
its assets, check the accuracy and reliability of its acc^untiny data, pre-
taote operational efficiency, and encoujr go adherence to prescribed oanagerisl
policies."1
Thus internal control involves ouch nore than sere protection of
assets through the prevention and detection of fraud. But, as pointed out
previously, fraud in the administration of nonappropriated fund activities
can bo extremely embarrassing and hateful to the Cosnending Officer and to
the fJavy, and for this reason the regaining, discussion atteapts to focus
upon the fraud-prevention aspects of Internal control.
"The organization structure and the delegation of responsibility




* Looporti and Thurston cite the following generally accepted prin-
ciples of organisation:
1. An organization should be built around nain functions and not
individuals or groups. The basic pattern should be tailor-aade to the
needs of the business.
2. Functions should be broken down so as to preaote balance in the
organization and avoid duplication, overlapping, neglect of essential
^rican institute of Accountants, 1949, ftajlfflUi ffiff WftCTftl
&2SU3&. quoted in Cadaus and Child, Internal gontroj ftgajns! Fjffmri and
Sdradford Cadaus and Arthur J.E. Child, Eternal Control ftffijnst





functions, or overemphasis on any one function to the detriment of
another. Nb function should be assigned to more than one independent
unit.
3. Definite and clear-cut responsibilities with coaaees;arete
authority should be assigned to each executive.
4. Delegation of authority should be explicit and placed close
to the point at which action occurs.
»
5. Line functions should be separated front staff, with the latter
a service and advisory activity. Channels of eosnand Bust not be violated
by staff units.
6. Each executive should have a proper spaa of supervision,
usually ranging froa a minimum of three to a aaxisuu of seven aajor
subordinates reporting to him.
7. Every employe should know definitely to whoa he reports and
who reports to hip. No one should report to aore than one line superior.
8. Organizational structure should be kept as siaple as possible.
The nuaber of levels of authority should be kept at a aiaiaua.
9. Provision should be Bade for the coordination of related
ectivitites.
10. The organization should be flexible, capable of adjustaent
to changing business conditions. The plan should be adaptable to expansion
or contraction.
11. Each executive should be peraitted to exercise the aaxiaua
initiative within the limits of his delegated authority.
12. Organization charts and aaauals aust be kept current. 1
A sound organization structure enables the placement of individuals
where they are best fitted, which in itself is an important beginning
for internal control. A sound organization structure aust also include
definite delegation* of authority and responsibility, such that aanageaent
can pinpoint responsibility within the organization. It provides for
separation of custodial or operational responsibility froa the accounting
1Frank A. Lamport! and John B. Thurston, Internal Aaditian
,,
Preatiee-Rall. Inc., New York, 1953, p. 22.
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therefore, thereby preventing one indivi'' lal from having complete
control of a transaction from beginning to and.
Closely associated with the organization structure is the selection
of individuals to perfoas the various functions within the organization.
In a way, the prevention of fraud and inefficiency begins with such
selection? and hiring of employes. Prospective eaployes should be carefully
Interviewed and screened, and their references checked. The hiring of a
known fraud into a position of trust would be post eabarrasslng and costly,
but it has happened, and can happen if the applicant's past record of
employment is not Investigated. 1
Accounting Instructions for Open and Closed Besses Ashore,* as
well as other sicrilar publications, give recognition to the importance
of organization structure in control, stressing the importance of the
automatic checks and balances provided by proper segregation of records
and functions. These accounting instructions also recognize that
1"A 42-year old strawberry blond was able to perpetrate 15 different
thefts froa 15 different department stores in New York, Newark, Detroit,
Pittsburgh, and half a dozen other cities. She would hold each Job only
several days, just long enough to find a time shortly before closing,
when receipts were near the day's peak. Then she would slip out with
the cash register's contents. An investigation of the employment
record of this woman would have prevented these losses. Her total thefts
amounted to $73,000.
In Investigating all new employes a complete accounting should be
required of the employment record. An inquiry form should be sent each
employer worked for during the last 5 or 10-year period. Many concerns
have found the cost of mercantile credit reports to be negligehle compared
with the results obtained therefrom. Also, many companies are finding
aptituie tests an invaluable aid in weeding out those employes who do
not fit and who are more apt to succumb to the temptation of stealing when
the opportunity is presented.'* ( Georgr . Conner, Vice President, Fidelity
and Deposit Company of Maryland, The Coat of and. Host's Insurance News,
Fire fc Casualty Edition, May 1956, p. 24. >
^Office of the Comptroller , Department of the ftevy. Account jLnfi Syytemj,
for a»n asd Closed Messes Ashore. N&VEXQS P-1032, Bevised 30 June 1954.
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the organisation structure will of necessity vary Sa accordance with
the magnitude of the operations. It might be added that the peraanent
staffing of oany nonappropriated fund activities east of necessity be
severely limited doe to austere personnel allowances, asking strict
adherence to soaod principles of organizational control very difficult.
Shortages of officer personnel, particularly on board small ships and
stations, often make it necessary for an officer, who already has important
primary military duties, to assume the management of a nonappropriated
fund activity on a collateral basis. The resulting dilution of the
officers attention often results unfavorably for the nonappropriated
fund activity, because, after all, his military duties must have priority.
In such small activities it is mandatory that the Commanding Officer
exercise particular care to ensure that the assets of the fund are
properly safeguarded. There are several things he can do in this
respect: First, he can assign such collateral duties to an individual
whoso talents best suit him therefor, and whose military duties are
less pressing than other prospective appointees; second, he can
appoint other talented people to act as part-time assistants in carrying
out various functions, such as cashier, custody of petty cash, custody of
supplies and equipment, and bookkeeping; third, he can devote particular
attention to these activities during his routine Inspections; and fourth,
he can ensure that a strong well -trained organization is provided for
frequent audits. The point is this: it 53 the responsibility of the
Commanding Officer to maintain a system of internal control which
will protect the assets of the fund, check the accuracy of the accounting
records, and provide for an efficient organization. Lack of personnel and
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shortages of trained personnel ore probably valid xsajfinj. for loose
control, but they certainly are not valid ejBmgfifc, and would not be
accepted as such in the event a defalcation or other loss occurred.
At this point it Bight be of interest to introduce a ease study
which illustrates possible results of loose control due to concentration
of functions in one person.
At Station X is a snail Commissioned Officers* Hess (Open),
which operates a bar and package store. Heal service is not provided,
due to the small size of the station. Until recently, Lieutenant Y was
assignee primary duty as officer in charge. This was essentially a
one-man operation, inasmuch as the only full-time employe was a civilian
barons. An enlisted men was assigned as bookkeeper and office assistant
on a part-tine basis. Since Lieutenant f handled all business papers,
he exercised control of the books, for all practical purposes. In
addition to his duties as general Manager of the mess, he operated
the package store and acted as cashier. Be made all bank deposits, re-
conciled bank statenonts, and prepared the monthly financial statements.
The bar barely made expenses on nest days, but the package store did a
large volume of business and normally "carried** the club. Lieutenant ¥
was 34 years of age, was married, and had two children. He was wall
liked, had a good military record, and enjoyed the complete confidence
of the Commanding Officer. Houtine audits had consistently Indicated
*This case study is a composite, consisting of several circumstances
of loose control and fraud in connection with Officers* Club activities
which were actually observed by the writer during his naval service.
The untimely demise of the club officer is a device to bring the fraud
and inefficient operation to light, and did net actually happen.
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that the nets wi wall run, sad ia accordance with established procedures.
Liaauaaat Y was recently killed in aa automobile accident.
The Ceaaaadlag Officer appelated a successor, sad directed aa audit
of the ness by a newly-constituted audit beard, whose ambers had not
previously participated la aa audit ef the snsa. The audit board found
Lieutenant Y#s post-dated check for $390 la the cash box, as wall as
three other post-dated checks signed by officers attached to the station,
aggregating $533. The aadit beard, upon taking aa inventory of the
package store aad the adjoining storeroom, found a shortage ef approximately
$600, represented by 12 cases ef eapty liquor bottles. 1 The aadit board
questioned the ambsri ef the regular inventory board as to their aethed
of taking inventory la the east. The ambers ef the regular laveatory
board reluctantly revealed that they had allowed the Club Offleer to
point out liquor cases ea the shelves aad call out the contents of each
case. At no tis© had they renoved cases froa the shelves to verify
their contents* The reminder ef the audit was conducted carefully,
ia accordance with established procedures, but failed to reveal any
discrepancies other than the Inventory shortage aad the post-dated checks.
Lieutenant 2, who had verified Lieutenant ¥*s cash incident to previous
audits, revealed that ea each of five or six previous occasions he had
noted such post-dated cheeks ia varying SBouats, but had not reported
then. His reason for not deiag so was that oa the first such occasion.
HPfeis inventory fraud is reolaiseeat of the case cited by George A.
Ceaaer ia The Coat of Fmaa% Best's Insurance News, Fire aad Casualty Edition.
Hay 1956, p. 34:
A loss of 20 refrigerators, 14 gas ranges, and a amber of ether bulky
pieces ef household eejiipaent was sustained by a departsamt store, even
through a careful laveatory ef all oerehaadlse was oaiataiaed. The
loss rem1nod undiscovered because the defaulter nailed the eapty crates
to the floor so that the checkers would think that they were still full.
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ami on each subsequent occasion, one of the post-dated checks in Lieutenant
Vs cash box was signed by one of Lieutenant Z*s superiors, inferring
that discretion was the better part 9t valor in this instance.
During subsequent operation of the club under the new raanagenent.
Lieutenant Y#s personal post-dated check was returned narked "no account.**
The regaining post-dated checks cleared, of course.
The new manager, in checking the operation of the bar, noted
an increase in bar sales over the level prevailing during Lieutenant Y's
tenure. This level of bar sales continued for about two souths, then
gradually reduced to approximately the feroer level. A surprise inspection
of the bar stock revealed several liquor bottles & ich did not have
the prescribed decal attached, indicating the obvious truth that the
baraan had been selling his own liquor at the bar, and neglecting to
ring up sales on the cash register.
In the foregoing ease it would appear that the Cesnanding Officer
should consider himself fortunate that the Bess office *s defalcation
was limited to $900. Sioce he had virtual control of the accounting
records, and he had complete control of cash and inventories, he was
In an excellent position to embezzle such largersua* through manipulation
of cash receipts and cash disbursements. This organisation is typical
of many small businesses, in which only one person isay eoabine all
the various functions of bookkeeping, disbursement of funds, and the
custody of various assets. In such a snail business, the hiring of
sufficient personnel to provide for adequate internal control Is not
oconotaically feasible, and therefore the owner or taanager smst perfona
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May duties of the internal auditor to compensate for the leek of other
internal controls. However, in the case of a nonappropriated fund activity,
the Conaanding Officer && naapower resources with flhich he can achieve
internal control, as pointed out previously, lie can assign personnel
froa hit on-heard caapleetent to assist in certain functions, such that
there Is at least se&e separation of custodianship and operations fron
the accounting therefor. And certainly when staffing is United the
Cosnandiag Officer oust give these activities his particular attention
to ensure that the required internal audit functions are carried out.
The above discussion has been confined largely to Costalssioned
officers 9 Besses. The sans principles generally apply to ether non-
appropriated funds such a» Beereation Funds. The Msvy Special Services
Sattual outlines the following duties of the Special Services Officer:
The Special Services Officer will noxnally be responsible for the
follotting:
<a) Athletics, shows, dances, all-hands parties, aovies, libraries,
station newspapers, gages and associated equipment. C.P.O. Messes
and Enlisted Sans 9 Clubs and slnilar activites . . • Generally, the
Special Services Officer will also act as custodian of the recreation
Fund. However, where the Ceemandlng Officer deews it advisable,
wttfflK MM% iff cWffftafl&aj ,w Ifra, HHPHmfefl Funo;. 1
Thus we have in the standard organization booh for Hecreation
Funds a provision which "generally" gives the Special Services Officer
custodial and operational responsibilities coupled with accounting
therefor - an inherent weakness of organization which oust be countered
by strengthened internal audit as well as increased personal vigilance
IriMHSS 15069. frpocitaS $m%mJteml* Departs** of the ftevy,
Bureau of Naval Personnel, Washington, O.C., p. 5.
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and attention by the Ctoasandiag Ifficer. And he can wall give consideration
to detail log aa officer other than the Special Services Offleer to act as
Custodian of the fund* as authorised by the Special Services Sternal.
All ships sad stations hare a comprehensive systen of Internal
directivee tffeieh specify the stetbods and procedures to be followed in
executing the many tasks assigned, feanppropriated Fund activities
s&ould not be negloctod in: this area, because the detailed specification
of aetheds and procedures is aa iapertant raeans of internal control.
Basle policies, regulations, and procedures for the operation of non-
appropriated fund activities are contained in various Department of
the Ffavy directives, such as the Manual for Cotssisslotted 3ffieers9 Messes
Ashore. 1 It is emphasised that these directives are basic, and require
local amplification and modification in sany respects. Methods and
procedures should be reduced to writing, and should cover in detail
every operation perfonsed within the activity concerned. Once a procedure
has been adopted, variations should be kept to a pdnimm in order to
enable naaagenent to concentrate on deviations.
At this paint a discussion of seas procedures In historically
troublesnew areas oay be In order. First, let us extraine the procedures
which should be followed bf a Bess aaaager in controlling his bar
operations. Perhaps the reader is faedllar with the story of the
bar proprietor who, in response to an inquiry about salary, Inforoad
a prospective eeploye that the pay was * dollars a week plus what
you can steal." This illustrates, albeit crudely, the difficulty of
*mnms is847, ?Mmi fey cmhHtom Off^m* ftmif tetaa. i°55.
Oopartusent of the Navy, Bureau of Naval Personnel. Washington, 0. C.
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bar control, and the lethargy with which scoe bar Managers view it.
"boiless to soy, the bar procedure should prohibit the baraan
frota using any bar stook which does not hsve the U.S. Navy deeal attached,
which provision was violated by the baraaa in the previous case study.
Tto tmgtm *o«w ptwcrib. »• wmtmm a* UttM itatt* *t each
variety of bar stock, and should require the baraan to submit a requisition
to the stockroom clerk for the purpose of drawing replaceaeat stock. It
should set forth standard recipes for each type drink, and should require
the use of autocratic peurers attached to the aore popular brands, rather
than reliance upon Bseaman#s eye." Inventory of bar stock should be
taken daily or at least weekly, by the aess anaager or a responsible
authority other than the baraan, and the ratio of bar costs to sales
calculated. The ratio of bar costs to sales (bar cost percentage)
should reaala fairly constant for a given bar, and any aaterial fluctuation
should be Investigated thoroughly. Historical records of dally gross
sales and bar profit should be siailarly Maintained, and unusual variances
should be thoroughly investigated. Other details such as the following
should be covered:
1. Many Officers* Blesses allow the anaager an allowance for
entertainment for the purpose of Maintaining good public relations. This
is generally considered to be a good practice. However, it aust be
carefully controlled. Written procedure instructions should place
Monetary and other appropriate limitations on such an allowance, and
should require that charges against the entertainment allowance be
recorded as administrative expenses. To this end, the manager, upon
receiving beverage service properly chargeable to his entertainment
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allowance, should sign the receipt, and the beraan should ring it up
on tlio cash register as a cash receipt. The bernea should retain
the signed register receipt and turn it in with his cash. If the neaager's
entertainment allowance is not closely controlled the baman nay
recognise the opportunity afforded his, and succarab to teaptction.
2. forking hours and shifts should be rotated as feasible, is
order to discourage the development of cliques for collusion, and all
enployes should be required to take regular vacations.
3. Bar stocks oust be kept out of easy reach of other enpleyss
and patrons.
4. A control oeasure nest be adopted to guard against fraud in
connection with cash-register tape. In sons types of cash register it
is possible to retard the tape to an unused portion and record fictitious
credits, then return the tape to its proper position for recording the
next legittate transaction, such that the total sales will read less
than the actual cash receipts by an amount equal to the fictitious credit
applied. The sane fraud can be perpetrated with an ordinary adding
nachise tape, of course. "Accidentally* tearing the tape at a convenient
location night also serve to hide a fraudulent transaction.
6. Leafcage.spoilage, and breakage should be supported by visual
evidence. As aa escanple, bar procedure should roqalre that if the baxnaa
breaks a bottle accidentally he will laaedistcly notify the naaager, who
will verify that the breakage actually occurred as cleteed. Such breakage
should be supported by a suitable expenditure paper approved by the
naaager, and any repititions should be viewed with suspicion. Stereroon
clerks have been known to "accidentally" drop a case of alleged spirits ea
the floor, breaking "12" bottles, whereas actually the case contained only
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l or 2 full bottles and 10 or 11 enpties. Such broakegai should to
exanlned to ensure that U.S. tax teals are intact.
7. acquisitions for bar repiocssieut stock should be accompanied
by aa equal masber of enpty bottles, which sbould then be destroyed
by the oeneger or a responsible person other then the baraaa. Ess/ties
sbould never be takes directly to tbe garbage.
8. tally grasps should not be employed.
9. frployes should be denied the privilege of drinking on the
prerai333, regardless of whether or not they pay the regular bar price
therefor.
10. Beverages should sot be dispensed on unauthorized credit,
or "on the house.
11. standard bar prices should be posted, and should be charged
all patrons. Favored patrons sbould not be under charged nor be served
supercharged drinks.
12. Cash register sbould be in plain view so that the patron
can easily see the aoount which is mag up thereon.
13. Special control provisions oust be prescribed In the event
social periods or "happy hears** are held daring which reduced prices
prevail.
The above is net Intended to be an exhaustive list of points
which oust be covered in the instructions governing the operation
of a bar. Actually, beverage operations experience theft in foms
which defy the iaegination. The problem is further complicated by




Another iaportaat trouble-spot in nonappropriated fund activities
is food service. In this area, as in beverage operations, the opportunities
far tfcftft a.kl stifUVSfS Ml S**lfefte*lfel*t o^iajj t>;MceuJ/3S Mai a**tl»ta
are 8kiU;*ully developed and rigidly applied, She oasio procedures
to be followed in tlje purchase and issue of uarciiaudise. supplies, and
oquipttoat are contained in N&VUKQS N032. 1 These procedures are fairly
standard for businesses in general, and generally adhere to tbe priacipies
reeouaended in onay standard textbooks on internal control, Since these
procedures are exceedingly inpertaat, they nave bean iepral'jced v u8
UlUm t
1210 KBCSKSES AHD 1SSDES
i. PoncmsE or HssGSUfttsg, smu&>< at© egaxpu&ir
a. Purchase Order
(1) Basic ficquireoeai. Purchase i&dor uavCoiapt Foxe
739) will he issued for all purchases of aerchandise, sullies, and
equlpsest node free ocwnerclal cencems accept for purchases node fres
the potty casb fund in notdnel aneuate. In certain cases, such as for
snail purchases of office supplies and telephone enters for deliveries
on tb? sans day, when It Bay net be practieeb]* to furnish the dealer
with a fonoal purchase order, the regular purchase order fona will he
used, but ^Ceafinapt!enN will be typed or stamped thereon. A weekly
or nonthly blanket purchase enter will be written to cover daily
deliveries of dairy or bafcery products.
(2) Preparation. The ifevCaapt Aim 799 is produced
in sets containing an original end three aalti-colorod copies. The
none <**id address of the usees will be Inserted in tbe space provided
therefor and will be pre-nwfceree either by typing* stanpiag, or over-
printing. Sufficient feast will be pre~nunbered In advance by the
treasurer or his designated representative and eaeb nunber accounted
for. All orders will be signed by the treasurer or his designated
representative. Gesigaatien to sign purchase decuwents will be authorised
la writta".
tmVEXOi p-1332, iisvised 30 June 1934,
Otfftoe of the Caeptrelter
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(3) Distribution of Copies. Itte original will be
sent to the dealer. The blue copy will be forwarded to the bookkeeper
(or other person designated by the treasurer). The green and yellow
copies will be forwarded to the activity designated to receive the
merchandise.
(4) Office File. The bookkeeper (or other person
designated by the treasurer) will aaintain an "Open Order File" of the
blue copies in atsstrieal sequence.
(5) receiving Activity File. Ttte receiving or other
activity concern will aaintain an "Open ardor File" in which both the
greea and yellow copies will be filed by dealer's asae.
b. Bequest for Issue or Turn-in
(1) Basic Beejuireosnt. A request for Issue or Turn-in
(DD Pbra 1150) will be tissued for purchases Hade froo supply activities*
(2) Preparation. All orders will be prepared in quadru-
plicate and be numbered in ownerical sequence. Al orders will be signed
by the treasurer or bis designated representative. Designation to sinn
orders will be authorized in writing*
(3) Distribution of Copies. The original will be sent
to the supply activity, a copy to the bookkeeper (or other person designated
by the treasurer), and two copies to the activity designated to receive
the aerehaadise.
(4) Office File. The bookkeeper (or other person
designated by the treasurer) will aaintain an "Open Gstier file" in
atsstrieal sequence.
(5) Receiving Activity File. The receiving activity
or other activity concerned will aaintain an "Open Order File In
which both copies will be filed together.
2. receipt or tocmroisE, supplies, aid EgoiiTOcr
a. Procedure for Receiving Activity, f&en delivery is node,
the receiver will withdraw the copies of the applicable order frost the
"Open Order File", inspect the material received, and, if satisfactory,
certify on both copies of the order "Received (date), found satisfactory,
and accepted." Any variance between the quantity or price oa the order
and the dealer9s delivery ticket or invoice will be called to the
attention of the treasurer or his designated representative unless
written authority has been granted by the treasurer or bis designated
representative to the receiving activity to accept such variances free
the original order. Subject to the approval of the treasurer or his
designated representative, appropriate corrections will be wade en all
copies of the order. The quantity received and the price indicated en
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the outer will be recorded on the Property end stock fteeord. It is
desirable that a person other thee the receiving or issuing clerics be
designated to ntinteln property ami stock records. One copy (green
copy of IfevCeapt Foia 739), together with the denier*s delivery slips
received with the needs, will be forwarded to the bookkeeper. One copy
(yellow copy of NavCoapt Fern 799) will be retained by the receiving
activity for ready reference in regard to eierckandise received.
b. Blanket Purchase Orders. When a blanket purchase
order is used daily deliveries will be recorded en the reverse of
both the> green and yellow copies of the order daring the period covered.
At the end of the period the green copy will be sent to the bookkeeper.
The dealer's delivery slips will be sent to the bookkeeper daily.
As dairy and bakery products are consused daily, no record need be
mod© en the Property and Stock Record.
e. Procedure for the Bookkeeper. The bookkeeper, upon
receipt of the green copy of the eider free the receiver, will withdraw
the corresponding blue copy of the sane order free the "Open Older File*
and oospore both copies with the dealer9s delivery slip. If found to
be in agreeaent, both copies together with the dealer's delivery slip
or invoice will either be stapled together or attached to an Expenditure
Voucher (NavCoapt Fera 743) and filed in n "Pending Receipt of dealer's Bill"
file. Any differences will be brought to the attention of the treasurer.
d. Expenditure Voucher. This fens aay be used for recording
all purchases and other expense items when a voucher systea is desirable.
When invoices are payable separately under discount, a separate voucher
will be prepared for each invoice or bill. One voucher will be prepared
for each dealer when all invoices or bills for that dealer will be
paid by one cheek. All supporting papers will be attached thereto.
The invoices or bills will be recorded individually on the voucher as
received.
3. Processing of Dealers' Bills. Open receipt of the dealer's
bill or supply activity's Invoice, the bookkeeper will either place it
la file or attach it to the voucher with the copy of the order pending
receipt of the aaterlel, or will withdraw the orders or voucher free
the "Feeding Seceipt of Dealer's Bill* file and verify the dealer's
bill or invoice with the quantity ordered end received, unit price,
and extension and teres of payment. After the dealer's bill or supply
invoice and both copies of the order have been matched, the bookkeeper
will Indicate in writing en the bill that it U correct; will initial
the bill; and prepare a cheek and subait the cheek with the orders
or voucher, with all doeuaents attached, to the treasurer or his designated
representative for signature. Any differences will be called to the atten-
tion of the treasurer or his designated representative. No dealer's bill
or supply invoice will be paid unless covered by an order on which appears
a certification of receipt and acceptance signed by the designated re-
presentative of the receiving activity concerned. %hen several purchases
are aade during any one month from the same dealer and separate payment
for each purchase is net required, payment any be aade aonthly by the
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issuance of one check. All related orders and supporting papers, in-
cluding the dealer's monthly stetenent, if received, will be submitted
with tne check to the treasurer or his designated representative for
signature*
4. ISSOSS
(a) Basic Requirement. Requisitions (Procured locally) will
be prepared for all stock issued from a central storeroom or transferred
from one* activity to another.
<b> Preparation. Requisitions will be prepared in triplicate
and be prenumbered serially. All requisitions will be signed by the
person in charge of the requisitioning activity.
(c) Distribution of Copies, the original and second copy of
the requisition will be sent to the central storeroom or transferring
activity until the stock is received.
<d) Central storeroom or Transferring Activity. The person
issuing and the person receiving the stock will sign and date the
original and second copy of the requisition. The original will
be sent with the stock, and the second copy will be filed.
(6) Requisitioning Activity. The stock received will be checked
with the original requisition which will then be dated, signed, and
sent to the bookkeeper. After the stock has been received, the third
copy of the requisition soy be destroyed.
(f ) Bookkeeper. The bookkeeper will use the original requisition
for posting purposes. All issues will be recorded on property and
stock records. After posting, the original will be filed in an "Issued"
file.
If the preceding procedures are followed without exception, fraud
by single individuals will probably be minimized. Gut the protection
afforded by a double-entry bookkeeping system and good internal controls
should not be over-emphasized, particularly if the controls cease to
be effective beyond the point of issue of supplies and materials. Even
with a standard double-entry bookkeeping system, and with the division
of responsibilities and functions as outlined above, collusion among
the internal staff, or between an outsider and one or more of the
internal staff, would be extremely difficult to detect - in fact under
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many circumstances would aloost defy detection. The following oete
serves to illustrates
At one boss it was found that the leanan was working with a cook.
The icenan regularly delivered bis bagful of crushed ice and returned
nonchalantly to his delivery truck, tossed the bag into the back
of the true*-, and drove off. Repeated losses in inventory convinced
the manger that food was being stolen, but it took hia a long tiae
to find that the iceaaa 9s bag was always full. It was full of
ice when he entered the kitchen, and it was full of ham and
other choice food item when be tossed it into bis truck and drove
off. The leemn later sold his loot and split the proceeds with
the cook.*
la another ease, which the writer learned of infernally, the
receiving clerk (who also had charge of the walk-in refrigerators ) was
in collusion with the galley chef and a regular supplier of mats.
O.S. grade "Choice** mats were invariably ordered and paid for by
the mess treasurer, but the patrons were served U.S. grade Teed* steaks.
The latter must have been treated liberally with seat tenderize?, for
the patrons did not eoaplain. The fraud was discovered after the
Cmmnding Officer, an a routine inspection of the Officers 9 Mass, noted
aooo **Good* beef hanging in the reefer, and questioned the mnager
about it.
In another case, which the writer also learned of infernally,
a treasurer of a closed officers 9 raess was perplexed by the excessive
consumption of sugar by the nets ambers. 290 oess ambers apparently
accounted for 100 pounds of sugar daily, or one-half pound per person.
He subsequently learned that the baker had an interest in a bakery
business in the city, and was supplying a portion of the sugar requirements
at the expense of the closed oess.
*iwhb3 15370, fomtiflfl mwml for %yy mm w
Depart, of the Havy, Bureau of Naval Personnel, Washington 25, O.C. p.
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The frauds illustrated by the foregoing eases admittedly are of
o Elinor nature. But if long-continued they would eventually aaount to
a very considerable sun of money, and would necessarily result in
higher prices for patrons of the mess. The freed eases i&nedlately
preceding also point up the obvious requirement tfeat controls be developed
end applied to the handling of merchandise and materials after they are
Issued by the stockroom cleric, la the case of beverage service, the
required controls nave aleeady been discussed briefly. The control
of food service froa the issue storeroom to the customer is extremely
complex, and can only be touched upon in this discussion. Such controls
as the maintenance of daily food cost records, food production planning,
standardised recipes and guides, portion control, and cost control
in food preparation any be employed depending upon the siae of the
operation. Specific instructions froa higher authority in this area
are rather sfeetchy, and ouch is left to the discretion of the taanager
(and the Cofsaanding Officer.) tvAVEXOS P-1332 outlines the essentials
of a food cost control system as follows:
2, FOOD COST CONTROL
a. Essentials of a Food Cost Control System. Although the
procedures recommended herin are optional, some type of food cost
control system is required. When determining a practical system
for the individual mess, the following essentials should be considered:
(1) A feed cost control system must be practical} that is, it must
not interfere with the working routine of the galley and its
cost must be considerably less tfcanfte saving it effects;




b. Food, the Largest lies of Coit. Pood is usually the largest itea
of operating cost in any food sales activity and at the sane tiae it
is the itea subject to the greatest fluctuation. Even with constant
soles, nana differences, overproduction and wastage aay cause the
cost of food to increase suddenly* The well-developed food cost control
systea calls to the attention of the aanageaent increasing costs froa
day to day and provides the Beans whereby a serious operation loss aay
be averted. It aay also be used to discover in exactly what type of
food sales the difficulty lies.
c. Dally Inventories Not Required. A daily inventory of food on
hand in the galley is not required, provided this quantity is kept at
the irreducible ainlaua. Only sufficient food for each day*s needs
should be requisitioned free the storerooms or storage refrigerators,
any unused food should be returned and the storerooms or storage re-
frigerators charged. The galley has a certain working Inventory of
staples on hand at all tiaes, but if this is aaintained at a reasonably
constant level, food cost percentages will not be materially affected.
d. Determination of Daily Food Costs. Therefore daily food costs
aay be easily determined by using the following information:
(1) costs of direct purchases (perishables delivered daily
to the galley);
(2) costs of transfers froa storerooms (daily requisitions)
(3) amount of sales (total of cash register readings, charge
slips and coupons collected);
The total of items 1 and 2 divided by item 3 is the Daily Food Cost
Percentage.
e. Normal Distribution of Food Cost. The distribution of food
cost shown below is generally considered to be a normal one. However,
there will be variations depending upon such factors as climate and
type of menu. The prime purpose of the analysis of food received is
to determine what percentages are normal for a particular aess and
to make possible an immediate investigation of aay marked variations
from that normal. This investigation should begin with a further
breakdown of meats, groceries, dairy and bakery products (for example,
for dairy products: eggs, butter,milk and cream and ice cream). Tat
comparison of past with present experience in the sub-divisislon
concerned will quickly show the location of the shortages. Next,




























Several loportent works on food service and controls in connection
therewith are currently available and should be insulted by the
Z
XWmm P-1032, AccottBtlno Svat—a tor *m and Closed
&SJKU&, Office of the Comptroller, iJopartnent of the Nwy, Washington,
D.C., pa 1*25.
^Bredner, Carlson, and tteschol. Profitable Food and pafrerapo
Operation. Anreas Publishing Cospeny, New York; 1951, is an excellent
reference on the Bsnagenent of food service.

CmPTES III
INTERNAL AODIT OF NONAPPROPRIATED FORDS
Secretary ot tbe Nsvy has vested la the Comptroller of the
Nevy both the authority and the responsibility for developing and
conducting* an "internal audit" program throughout the navy. Specifically,
the Comptroller of the Navy is required to:
(1) Develop audit principles, policies and procedures and
S9ssrcl8e technical supervision of audit operations in
and throughout the Department of the Navy.
(2) ferfoim audits and examinations, as required, of systems,
procedures, records, and deemsents pertaining to tbe obli-
gation of and expenditure of appropriated funds, property
accounting, sales and reimbursements and of non-appropriated
funds.
(3) Coordinate with the Naval Inspector General, to the fullest
extent feasible, audits and examinations of field activities,
(4) Coordinate Navy audit programs, as required, with the Compt-
roller of the ospartment of Defense, the General Accounting
Office and other government agencies, 1
For any of the various nonappropriated funds, the scope of the
audit program at field and departmental level is outlined by the
Comptroller of tbe Navy as follows:
The auditor, by selective checks and such detailed verifications
as he deems necessary in any of the fiscal areas affected, will:
(1) Ascertain tbe authority for the fund; verify the
accuracy and propriety of accounting for receipts
and disbursements; appraise controls maintained over
receipts and collections; ascertain that transactions are
in accordance with prescribed policies and procedures.
10ffice of the Comptroller of tbe Navy, Internal Auditing - Principle*,
pplio^ep. Sioiama Standards and Objectives, Department of the navy, Washington,
0. C Hay 1951. p* 1.
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depending on the extent to which the fund das been audited
by independent public oooantanta.
(2) Verify assets, liabilities, and contingencies.
(3) Evaluate adequacy of accounting records.
(4) Determine that concession agreements or contracts
nave been negotiated in accordance with established
• authority, and that appropriate disposition has been
nade of income derived therefrom.
(3> Ascertain that minutes of Meetings are maintained and
filed, and that adopted resolutions relating to fiscal
iflnWitlVtioa ^ uauagiaNl u* fMl m Mini istiftie*
(6) Detemine that funds of transferred or deactivated units
have been properly competed, transferred, or otherwise
MMMMl ftntt
I
(7) Check solvency of funds.
Open and Closed tiesses Ashore will be used as an exaeple to trace
the internal audit function as it generally applies in the broad field of
non-appropriated funds. In the case of Open and Closed tiesses Ashore
the internal audit functier* is perfonaed at four administrative levels,
as follows: (1) The Comptroller of the Navy; (2) The Bureau of naval
a
Personnel; (3) Too Cognizant Authority; and (4) The Commanding Officer.
The Comptroller of the Navy, in collaboration with the Chief of
Naval Personnel and the Commandant of the Serine Corps, has promulgated
instructions governing the system of internal controls and accounting
procedures applicable to navy and marine corps mess funds*3 He also
*Cfr. cit. . p. io.
The Coonandants of Naval Districts and River Comnndi, Chiefs of
Air Functional Training Coauands, Fevse and Area Commanders are designated
"Cognizant Authorities" for the purpose of administering Commissioned
Offleers* tosses ashore within their commands. M (NWPERS 15347, p. 2)
^Office of the Comptroller of the Navy, Apoojatlnfl ift||enj flu 7m
W* clmiA tto«aas Ashore (short title: mVQCOS F-1932), Department of the
Navy, Washington, 0. C. 30 June, 1954.

has developed detailed uniform auditing procedures for use of Audit
and Inventory Boards, and guidance for cognizant authorities in conducting
1
inspections of messes and clubs, union are contained in NAVPBBS 15847.
Representatives of the Comptroller of the Navy way perform audits of
nonappropriated funds at the field level at the discretion of the
Cooptroller. Such audits in general are not conplete detailed audits
except Hkea unusual problems are involved, or when a thorough examination
and audit of financial and accounting operations seems desirable.
formally, audits of nonappropriated funds at the field level are not
conducted by the Cooptroller of the ftevy except in oonfonaaace with
the principle of management by exception, or in cases where the loner
echelons are unable to cope with a given situation, or request advice
and assistance.
The Chief of Naval Personnel has the responsibility for technical
control of Gcamissionod Officers* Messes. He issues Instructions
governing the adoialstration of messes, requires the submission
of financial reports sad reports of inspection, and provides supplementary
guidance and technical assistance as appropriate and on request.
The cognizant authority is required to assure himself of the
proper administration of all messes at stations within bis command by
at least one regular or one surprise inspection of each mess each
fiscal year. The purpose of such inspet ; sag is two-fold: first, to
assist the Commanding Officer and the me*;; treasurer in the proper
^Bureau of Naval Personnel, fUBffil for tmtintmtMtUm*
Ashore. Department of the Navy, **ashington, D. C. , 1955.

fulfillment of the Dission of the doss or club, and its efficient
administration; and second, to serve the Chief of Naval Personnel in
assuring that the aess or club is operated strictly in accordance
with pertinent directives. During the course of each such inspection
the cognisant authority conducts a limited audit of the aess, and offers
advice and assistance where needed in accounting, auditing, and internal
controls. The scope of his inspection trill depend in large oeasure upon
his iapression of the thoroughness and adequacy of the regular monthly
audits conducted by the station audit board.
The Commending Officer is required to submit a monthly financial
statement, and to assure himself, through monthly internal audit, that
the mess is properly administered. He issues such supplementary
instructions as he deems necessary.
The audit instructions contained In NftVPEES 15847 In effect
constitute a comprehensive internal audit manual, and are in consonance
with Lamporti*s concept of the nature of Internal auditing:
Internal auditing is a series of processes and techniques through
which an organisation's own employes ascertain for the management,
by means of first-hand, on-the-job observation, whether (a) established
management controls are adequate and effectively maintained: (b)
records and reports - financial, accounting and otherwise - reflect
actual operations and results accurately and promptly; and (c)
each division, department, or other unit is carrying oat the plans,
policies, and procedures for which it is reponsible.*
The audit instructions include detailed audit check lists for
use by the audit board. These cheek lists provide for a review of
the system of internal control as well as detailed audit. The check
lists for the review of the system of internal control are in the form
1Frank A. Lamport i and John B. Thurston, Internal Auditing for
Prentice-Hall , Inc., Mm York: 1953, p. 163.
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of questions, such that o "no" answer would indicate weak or poor internal
control, and would require explanation. The check list for Internal
control, is lengthy, hut because of its iaportance it is reproduced
below, with the writer's footnoted comments where appropriate.
BEigm or the system or internal corarnoL
(1) Is the responsibility for the fund vested in one person only?1
(2) Is the custodian independent of the employe bundling
collections fro© patrons and other receipts? **
(3) Are petty cash vouchers prenunbered, prepared in indelible
pencil, signed by the payee, and approved?3
(4) Are vouchers and attachments marked or stamped "Paid" to
preclude re-use?4
(5) Is the cashing of personal cheeks free this fund prohibited?'
* Only one person should be responsible for the petty cash fund,
else a fraudulent transaction could be binned en another person who
also has access to the fund).
2If the custodian of petty cash is also the custodian of another
cash fund, or Is the cashier, or has access to the accounting records,
the opportunity exists for fraudulent manipulations of transactions
which clear through the fund).
i
If so, this reduces the possibility of introducing fraudulent
vouchers, or raising the amounts or otherwise fraudulently altering
authentic vouchers).
4If a paid voucher were net properly canceled, it could be
used again merely by altering the date. Vouchers should be canceled
at the time a check is Issued for the purpose of reimbursing the petty
cash fund).
^The basic purpose of a petty cash fund is to facilitate dis-
bursements of sums of money which are too small to justify issuing
checks. This fund should be kept as small as practicable, end
should not be used as a check-cashing facility^.
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(6) Is the use of this fund limited to small expenses of an
emergency nature which could not bo paid by check?





Are the amounts of change funds authorized?2
i
(2) Are the funds checked by surprise counts nade by the
Mess Treasurer?
(3) Are proper physical safeguards and facilities employed
to protect the change funds?3
(4) Are the amounts of the change funds reasonable?
fo) Cjgfi foyelgy.
(1 Are daily receipts kept separate from the petty cash fund?
(2) Are cash receipts deposited intact and without delay?4
*Aa with all cash funds, the petty cash fund should be inspected
frequently at unannounced tines by the manager of other responsible
person, to minimize petty embezzlement and to ensure that the fund
is not being used as a source of unauthorized advances).
of each change fund should be fixed, and each sutu
fund should be authorised In writing by the Manager).
%ach cashier should nave a netal cash box la which his
change fund is locked and stewed in a sale for overnight safekeeping.
"The practice of allowing cash receipts to accumulate for
several days and of permitting disbursements to be made directly from
cash should not be tolerated. Both of these practices present too
Sumy opportunities for fraudulent manipulation by employes. All receipts
of cash should be deposited intact, not less frequently than once a
day. The following advantages accrue from prompt depositing of cash:
(1) it reduces the risk of large theft losses and the accompanying
expanse of theft insurance; (2) it reduces opportunities for employe
peculation through manipulation of records; (3) it furnishes a prompt
and closer check on individual cashiers by localizing responsibility."
(Lillian Derds.fcditor. Corporate Treasurer's antf Controller's Ranjftoofc.
Prentice-HBll, Inc., New ?ork: 1950, p. 644).
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(3) Are bank deposits certified by means of:
(a) Duplicate deposit slips stamped by the bank or
(b) Entries in the pass book? 1
(4) Are cash receipts recorded by cash registers?2
(5) If so, are the machine totals checked by some one other
than the cashier?^
(6) Are printed prenumbered receipt books used?^
(7) Are the daily totals and numerical sequence checked
by some one other than the cashier?
(8) Are unused receipt books safeguarded? 5
(9) Are the duties of the cashier entirely separate from
the maintenance of the individual patrons* accounts?
6
(10) Are cash overages and shortages shown on the daily
activity reports and recorded on the books?
1 3ome business firms use a triplicate deposit slip method,
wherein the third copy of a deposit slip is mailed by the bank directly
to the company. This constitutes an added safeguard against manipulation
of deposit slips.
^Singing up sales on cash registers, in plain view of the
customer, deters underreporting of sales, and provides a tamper-
proof cumulative total of sales, if properly used.
'nfhe cashier should not have access to the reset mechanism.
^Receipt forms must be prenumbered, and must be accounted for
in order to preclude the substitution of fraudulent receipts, in which
the amount received is shown to be smaller than that actually received.
5
If cashier has an unauthorized supply of unused receipts he could
use some for the purpose of giving a receipt to the customer, could then
pocket the cash and destroy duplicate copies of receipts.
^The cashier should have no access to bookkeeping records, nor
should the cashier be permitted to originate any business paper which would
be the basis for adjustments to the accounting records. If a cashier had
access to the accounting records he could, for example, pocket the money
received from a customer on account, credit the customer's account for
the amount received, and enter an equal charge to an expense account, such





Are chocks returned by the bank for insufficient funds
controlled and a follow-up maintained?
(12) Are toe cash receipts properly safeguarded at all timet?
(13) Are there proper safeguards over the storage and sale
of coupon books?
(1) Are all disbursements, except those free petty cash, ante
by check?
(2) Are printed prenumbered checks used and kept under control?
(3) Are voided checks properly mutilated and held for inspection?
(4) Is the signing of chocks In advance prohibited?
<5) Is the practice of drawing checks to "Cash" or "Bearer*
prohibited?1
(6) Are checks prepared by seaeone other than the signer?
(7) Are checks presented for signature aceoapaaied by
approved invoices and evidence of receipt and acceptance
of goods and services?2
(8) Are all invoices stamped or marked "Paid** to prevent re-use?
(9) Ave beak reeonoillations made monthly?3
(1) Are accounts receivable records maintained independently
of cash receipts?4
(2) Are monthly statements cheeked by seme one other than the
accounts receivable bookkeeper before mailing?5
_--
Ifhls practice is an open invitation for a dishonest employe to stool.
2Some person other than the signer of the check should sign the file
copy of the check, thereby certifying teat all supporting papers are In
proper order.
^Signatures and endorsements on canceloU cheeks should be examined for
evidences of fraud. Deposit dates as shown by the bank statement should be
compered with deposit dates shewn by records of cash receipts.
4a common fraus! consists of pocketing collections made from pretassbly
uncollectible accounts.
^Checking and mailing should be under the control of someone ether than
the bookkeeper and cashier.
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tf) Are delinquent accounts reviewed by the Mess Treasurer and
referred to the proper authority?
(4) Are disputed items and bad debts written off properly
control led? 1
(5) Are all charge sales slips numerically controlled?*
(f ) Consumable Property Inventories
(1) Are perpetual inventory records maintained for the
bulk storeroom on a current basis?
(2) Are such records controlled by an office clerk or
other individual not responsible for the stockroom?
(3) Are perpetual records checked with the physical count?
(4) Are properly approved adjustments made to the perpetual
records as a result of variances found in the physical
count?
(5) Are surprise spot checks made to ascertain that the
perpetual records are maintained currently and are
in agreement with the stock on hand?
(6) Are designated persons held responsible for the control
of the various consumable inventories?
*Bad debts written off must first be carefully investigated to
ensure that the customer involved did not in fact pay his account.
Where bad debts are generated by "rubber1* checks, such checks should
be thoroughly investigated, and the identify of the signers thereof
be definitely established. A common fraud occurs when a cashier prepares
a check, signs a fictitious name, pockets the face amount in cash. If
customers take exceptions to statements, or if statements are returned
due to incorrect address, 3uch exceptions must be communicated directly
to some responsible person other than the cashier or accounts receivable
bookkeeper.
2
An employe who has access to cash receipts could substitute
a fraduleat charge sales slip for the desired amount of cash.
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(7) Are all receipts of notorial accounted for oy aeons of
receiving reports?*
(0) Are all issues accounted for by aeans of signed requisitions?
(9) Are inventory sheets and sasaarles properly initialed
by all persons participating in the count, the pricing,
the extensions, and the footings?*
* (10) Is the stock on band properly binned, safeguarded, and
controlled?





fire securities owned by the ness properly safeouardod?
(2) Are detailed records as to certificate nosber, maturity
date, aaotmt, etc.. Maintained by the accounting office?
(3) Are all purchases and sales of securities approved by
the cunwind log officer?
<ft> QM»r fatfftt
Q) Are adequate records aalntalned for prepaid iteas?
(2) Is there an established procedure for amortizing these
prepaid iteas?
*If possible, receiving reports should be prepared by a person
other than the stoekreoa clerk or office personnel handling details of
purchasing or related accounting records. Purchasing, receiving, and
storage functions should be separated in order to nSniraize the risk
of collusion between a vender and employes.
^This question brings tot nlnd a fraud case, which the writer
learned of inforaally, concerning an obese destroyer supply officer and
his ship's store clerk. The bulk storeroom was situated in a tiny
cospartaant, the access to which was a aanhole of about the saao dlaansions
as the supply officer's girth. The supply officer was apparently dubious
of his ability to pass through the aanhole, for bis practice was to stand
in the ooQpertaent above while his ship's store clerk called out the
inventory froa within the storerooa. For aany asnths the inventory which
he called out included considerable nsercbaadise which was not there. His
fraud was uncovered when a saw supply officer, who took his own inventories,
reported , the ship.
Sfiteessive inventories ore costly to aaintain, and, in the
case of foodstuffs, results in excessive spoilage and shrinkage.
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(1) Are detailed records of open accounts with vendors reconciled
monthly tfith the general lodgu? control account?
(2) Are vendors 9 statements compered with the open balance in
tboir accounts before payment?
(3) Are all unpaid invoices for goads or services included
in the inventory recorded as liabilities for the period
RB9T XOTMIn
(4) Are invoices bold ia abeyance pending evidence of receipt
and acceptance of goods or service*?





Has provision been Made for expenses incurred bat net yet paid?
(2) Are there documents on file to support entries la these
accounts?
(1) Are all sale prices governed by approved Bam* and
standard price lists?
(2) Are ail sales controlled by use of registers or ether
mechanical devices?
(3) Are all sales (cash and charge) slips preemubered and
properly controlled?
(4) Are sales slips arithmetically checked?1
(5) Are cash registers read at the end of each nark shift and
coopered with the actual receipts?
<6) It a comparison node monthly by the Hess Treasurer of the
sales pvt cash register and tbe recorded receipts?
u
(7) Is there control maintained over tm sale of garbage and scrap'<?
*A conmon fraud occurs when the sales cleric charges the customer mare
than the duplicate sales slips shew, or underfoots the duplicate sales slip,
pocketing the difference.
^This mast be carefully controlled, as such sales are often con*
sumnated on a bargaining basis, and for cash.
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(0) Are all concessions covered by written agreements?
<9> Is s aess ocaploye present at clearance of vending and
aBUfeaaat machines to check the accuracy of the con-
cesslonalre's report?
(1) Is the purchasing separate from the account ino, the
receiving, and the issuing functions?
(2) Are all purchases (except small items purchased froa
petty cash) made by Beans ef purchase enters?
(3) Are purchase order forms premsSbered?
(4) Is a copy of the purchase order given to the receiving
department as authority to accept goods?
(5) Are all invoices approved by the Bass Treasurer or
his designated representative?
(6) Xs there a definite responsibility for checking invoices
as to prices, extensions, and discount terms?
(7) Are all invoices for expenses properly supported and
controlled?
(1) Xs the payiroll approved by the Mess treasurer before payment?
(2) Are the time reports of hours worked approved by the
activity manager?
(3) Are all employes paid by check?
(4) Are payroll computations cheeked by some one other than
the person who prepares the payroll?
(n) Ftoacensunable Property (Furnishings and Equipment)
(1) Are the property records maintained on a current basis?
(2) Are purchases and dispositions approved?
(3) Are discrepancies between property records end physical
inventories Investigated and adjustments to the
property records approved?
(4) Is adequate fire insurance carried on property owned by the
the mess or club?
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<o) Is time an up-to-date organization chart available tdteh
reasonably fises the responsibilities of bey eaployes?
twmas 15047 else lists the detailed audit steps te be followed
by the stidit board. These are as follow:
<a> Caafr ofl Ba^-fonerf
1
* (1) Control all cash aad cash iteos to be counted.*
(2) Bake ©oust ia presence of responsible individual (s).
(3) Obtain signatures) of cash custodiaa(s) acknowleging
return of all cash and casli itoas, upon eoagtetioa of
count.
(4) If the audit takes place subsequent to the closing
date of the last audit period, reconcile count to
the audit date.
(5) Ascertain that all cash funds (petty cash, change funds,
check cashing, etc. ) have been authorized.
(6) Oatersatne If cash funds are properly safeguarded.
<1) Count cash aad cheeks on hand.
o
(2) List all currency, coin, aad cheeks.
(3) Trace all checks and currency to the Cash Bece
Journal and duplicate receipted deposit slips.
H ?eW C«*ft
(1) Count currency, cola, etc., and list on working paper
^Control over all funds being counted is essential, in order to
prevent transfers froo one fund to another during the inventory.
Shortages have been covered up by such transfers, particularly whore
one person is responsible for two or acre funds.
Checks in all funds should be inspected carefully for post*
dating, or for old checks, the foroer, of course, are unauthorized
loans, in effect, and the latter probably are being held as a favor.
^Xhe auditor should be alert for cheeks received but net recorded
in the cash book.
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(Z) Rcsmine for approval and list expense vouchers held In
fund.*
(3) In these eases wherein the petty cash custodian makes
up a oilier shortage at the tine ef the count, obtain
written approval of such reinburseoent frosi the Hess
Treasurer.2
(4) Where improper or irregular items axe disclosed at the
* tine of the first count, ante a later count and reconcile-
Dent to determine that subsequent receipts have net
been used to cover deficiencies.
(5) Check the an&unt of the fund with the belance in the books.
(1) Count all change funds.
(2) If a change fund has been issued before the audit board
begins its count, contact the cash custodian, take
register readings, count the cash, and reconcile to
recorded sales plus the amount of the change fund.
(e) Cash In Bank
(1) Obtain the hank statements and canceled checks for
the period to be audited.3
(2) examine the bank statements for erasures or changes
of asr amounts shown thereon, and confirm changes
(3) {Reconcile the bank balances per statmust.
Vouchers should be carefully Inspected to ensure that the totals
have not been altered. lb prevent alteration, vouchers should be
types,?!teas or made out in ink or iadeliahie pencil. Amounts should
be written out in full.
*"Sfe»n shortages, in themselves insignificant, may be indicative
of more serious underlying faults.
Penmen auditing practice requires the auditor to obtain directly
from the bank the statement and canceled checks. If the employe involved
has aceass to bank statements before the audit he has opportunity
to alter the statement and to destroy any checks which might be evidence
of fraud. If a dishonest employe has a confederate in the bank, he might
obtain a supply of blank bank statements and prepare his own bank
statements to conceal a fraud.
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(4) Esanine ell canceled checks for aoproxisietely one nook of the
of the audit period and trace to Cash Diaburseaents Journal.
Alio:
(a) Cohere nature of the checfc drawn with seeouetlng
distribution.
<b) Coopere sane of payee, cnount am) date of check with
* Cash Msbursenents Journal.
(c> Cmapere endorsements with nam of payee. 1
(d) Investigate doable endorsaaent where second endorsement
is that of a person connects with the Mess or Club.**
(e> Investigate all chocks (other than pay checks) aade
payable to bank or employees. **
(5) See that all checks are accounted for and that voided cheeks
ere mutilated and retained.
(6) Verify that deposits in transit at end of prior aadlt
period were deposited prooptly.4
(7) Coopers total receipts per Sales and Gash Receipts Journal
with adding adenine tape of total deposits shown on the
hank stateneats end account for any difference.
(0) Cooper* total withdrawals per bank statements (per adding
ssehine tape) with total dlsburssBents shewn in Cash
JHsburssaeats Journal. Verify bank charges and bank credits,
t9> See that receipts are deposited intact daily or in
accordance with regulations.
*The purpose is obvious: to ensure that the intended payee
actually endorsed the cheek, The auditor should be alert for
variations between eodorseoents by the saee firs or individuals.
^This amy indicate collusion between a vendor and an employe.
Host firas deposit cheeks directly, in accordance with the generally
accepted requirement that cash receipts be deposited intact.
^Ihis requirement provides a c!xxk against the preetiee of
"kiting**, in which a cheek is drawn on owe bank account and deposited in
another, without beln;* recorded in the cash disburseoents record,
for the purpose of covering a cash shortage. Obviously, any check
other than a pay cheek, payable to an employe should be viewed wife
suspicion.
^Deposits **in transit** oast be verified with the bank to
preclude their use as a ruse to conceal shortages.
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(10) Foot ami crossfoot cosh receipts and disbursements records .
for the audit period. Trace tot&ls to general ledger accounts/
(11) Ascertain teat reports of banSr balances la assess ef
$10,000.<X) are satellited la accordance with directives."
Cf! AflffRNat
(1) Obtain a list ef open accounts at the ana of the death and
* cheek balances with the subsidiary ledger or record.
Prepare a saaaary and compere saamary total with coatniliag
account la general ledger.
(2) Age open accounts (carrent — net acre than 30 days. 30-60
days, aad ever 60 days).
(3) indicate ea the list amounts received subsequent to tat
audit period.
(4) Investigate delinquent accounts and ascertain stoops being
tafmm to collect such accounts.
(5) Verify that accounts written off were properly approved.
(6) Investigate credit balances and see that they are shown
as liabilities on financial statement.
(7) Arithmetically cheek sales slips lor several days and
trace charges to individual accounts receivable.
(8) Investigate any personal accounts of the mess Included as
Accounts B&eeivahle.
(9) Ascertain steps being taken to collect on chocks returned
for insufficient funds.
(10) Confirm other accounts receivable, if believed necessary.
(1) Sealer member of the beard should prepare written instructions
*A cocoon foot of fraud occurs when the cashier receives cash
on account, credits the customer's account, but neglects to enter
the transaction in the esah journal, this audit step should reveal
such a fraud.
%inee bank deposits insured under &K are limited to $10,000,30,
't*ie Controller ot the ffevy will request the Treasury Department to obtain
a pledge of collateral to protect uninsured balances of nonappropriated
fund accounts en the basis ef information reported • . ."CfeVCGHrT
INSTSJETIOH 7830.6, Uspartoent of the Navy, Office of toe Comptroller,
Kesblngtoa, D, C.„ 23 Sarah 1955, paragraph 8).
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for other board ambers to follow in taking the physical in-
ventory. Such instructions should cover method for inventorying
partially filled containers, the reporting of merchandise not
in usuable condition, and the general appearance of the storeroom,
(2) If physical count was not node directly on final inventory
sheets, reconcile such original record to the final inventory
sneois.
0) Test check prices on inventory sheets with recent invoices
and stock records.
(4) Check the clerical accuracy of footings and extensions of
the Inventory sheets and trace summary total to General
Ledger Controlling Accounts.
(5) Ascertain whether the hook inventories have been properly
adjusted to reflect results of physical count.
(6) test check receiving reports and other documents for the
last few days of the audit period against the stock records
to ascertain that they ware recorded and that the Merchandise
Is indluded In the const.
(7) Compere the physical count with the stock records
and investigate any major differences.
(0) Determine that no furnishings, equipment, or supplies are
Included in the inventory.
(9) Make a physical count of empty and full containers having a
monetary vaule (such as barrels, cases, and bottles) sad
list oa a separate inventory sheet. After extension Is
aade, compare total with control account In the generdl ledger.
CIO) Inspect storeroom facilities for proper safekeeping.
(^ Mm
(1) Count the securities on hand and check the total with the
balance shown In the general ledger account. This count
should be aade simultaneously with the count of cash to
avoid any possible aanlpulatloa. If the securities are not
on band, obtain confirmation from the custodian thereof.
(2) Examine the securities to ascertain that they are in the name
of the Mess. If the bonds are coupon bonds, see that all
unmatured copies are attached. Also, see that the proceeds
of matured coupons are reflected on the accounting records.




(1) Ascertain that proper records ore Esaiatained in support of
prepaid charges and special deposits.
(2) Calculate anounts of various prepaid charges carried on the
balance sheet as a charge to future operations.
fS) ftcaoine docuasetary evidence (invoice*, contracts, insurance
policies, etc.) in support of the prepaid charges, and
verify special deposits by confirmation.
<4) See that procedure followed for aportizing &t reducing the
prepaid itea U reasonable and is in accordance with sound
business practices.
(5) BMstlne policies to ascertain that the insurance carried is
in accordance with current directives, is adequate in




Obtain copy of the trial balance of the accounts payable
ledger or file and ceopare with open item on the invoke
register (if one is maintained) and the accounts payable
ledger. Also, eoopere the total of open accounts with
the general ledger controlling account.
(2) lest checfe wenthly statements fro® creditors with trial
balance.
(3) Correspond with creditors regarding accounts with long out-
standing balances and check replies.
<4) Check invoices or dealers* bills for approval, receipt
and acceptance of goods or services.
(G) Test check invoices or dealers" bills forclerical accuracy.
(6) Review Invoices for first 5 days of the oath subsequent to
audit period to ascertain that they do not Indicate
receipt and acceptance during the south under review
and should have boon recorded as liabilities.
(7) Pennine receiving reports for the lasst 5 days of the audit
period to ascertain that corresponding liabilities are
properly recorded.
(6) Check footings and erossfootings of invoice register.
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(1) Cbecfe calculations of the liabilities by reference to original
recotms, such as payroll records, insurance policies, tax
bills, contracts, federal tax returns, end similar itexs.
(2) Scrutinise expense accounts to determine if all eccrned
liabilities nave been set op.
(i) ^trarfartiimAt*
(1) Examirte adjustments to Unredeemed Coupons Account and
ascertain that proper approval was obtained,
0a) »st forth
(1) Prepare schedule of both operation surplus and reserve
accounts BlxtwioQ changes during the audit period, giving
full details for all adjustoasts.
(2) Examine enderlying documents ia support of chances made,
<n> Sales
(1) Test check the compilation of data supporting the daily
entries ia the Sales and cash Receipts Journal for
several days during the month.
(2) Trace the entries on the daily activity reports to cash
register tapes, sales slips, etc., for the some period
used in item (1) above.
(3) Select several accountability reports and trace the
sales thereon to the Sales and Cash Receipts Journal.
Also, compare the actual sates with the potential sales
based upon the method of accountability.
(4) Are cash overages and shortages properly recorded?
(5) Trace postings from the Sales and Cash Receipts Journal
to the general ledger accounts ami accounts receivable
subsidiary records for charge sales.
(6) Compare total sales from month to month and determine
reason for any large variance.
(7) Compere gross profit percentages for each department from
month to month and determine reason for variance.
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(6) Test check several item on the food aomi end tee peefcege
store ead bar price list for correct pricing la accordance
with operational goals set np for the Mess or Club.
<o)
(1) Ascertain that there ere signed ggrasaaata with all coe-
cessioaeires.
(2) Check the eoaptftatlen of concessionaire reports; ascertain
that the rate used agrees with concession ogreeaonta;
and trace the aaount show en the reports to the
Cash Receipts Journal.
(3) List any purchase discounts forfeited by late payaents,




Check the tiae reports for the anaber ef hours worfced to the
payroll record for at least one pay period.
(2) Coapere the payroll rates and tex esanption status listed
on payroll to personnel records for the sane period used
in itea (1)
(3) Verify eoaputations, distribution, and payroll deductions for
suae period as used in itea (1) above.
(4) Foot end crossfoot payroll record.
(5) Trace total payroll for one pay period to the Cash Disbarseaeats
journal ana general ieager account.
C6) Coapere canceled checks with payroll and eaasdne endorseaeets
for the suae period used in itea (1) above.
(7) Observe, if possible, a pay off
(1) Test check, for at least 10 days, invoices appearing in
the Invoice $ealster, end review underlying documents for
approval, receipt aad acceptance of goods or services,
aewputations , etc.
(2) Trace the invoices selected from the files for several days.
*A coaaon asthod of eabeasleeent is padding payrolls as to tiae,
production, or nuaber of eaployes.
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oftor checking for receipt and acceptance of goods or
services, to the Invoice Begistcr.
(3) Trace itcas selected in (1 ) and (2) above to the stock
record cards*
(4) Review transactions for first 3 Cays of noath subsequent
to audit period for any charges applicable to period under
review*
(3) Scrutinise all invoices paid during the audit period
to be sure that they are fully supported and staaped or
narked "Paid* to prevent reuse.
(6) Compare expenses for period under review with last's n>*th9s
expenses and investigate any large differences*
<T) Foot and crossfoot the Invoice Mogister. Trace the totals
to the accounts la the General Ledger.
(3) Verify that the Government has been paid for the cost
of utilities to the extent required by current directives.
<9) Verify that Ifess funds have net been expended for oaterials
and services properly obtainable from appropriated funds
in accordance with current directives.
(?) ffifalsMty Pfritfi
(1) Exsndne all fidelity bonds and ascertain that they cover
all positions having cash and property under their control.
CI) Take an Inventory of *3ass-owued furnishings and eenlpawat,
in accordance with regulations. Oeteraine that the
equipaent is properly identified and that the location
of the Item agrees with the property record iaformtien.
(2) Cheek the physical count with the property records and
investigate any difference.
(3) Account for the proceeds on eqaipneat sold since the
last physical inventory was taken.
(4) Scrutinise the property record cards to verify that
the information as to date ot purchase, cost, location,
and other pertinent data is shown thereon*
<5) Test check the entries on the property record cards by examining
the undefAying docuwents (invoices, evidence of receipt and
acceptance, etc.) in support thereof*
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(1) Chock for compliance with applicable directives.
(2) Sake eotsaeut to tlie connandlng officer of any action
takes in violation of existing regulations and directives.
The writer has observed that the audit of nany nonappropriated
fund activities is often conducted in a perfunctory Banner at the
station level, fcrfunctory audits, like other fores of loose internal
control, encourage inefficiency and fraud. It can he safely assisted
that if a deliberate fraud has been cooed ttod, other than the crudest
type, the accounts will aontheless balance, and the financial
statements will appear to be in order. The proper performance of an
internal audit, as outlined in the preceding audit instructions, requires
any ana-hours of skilled endeavor. Such en audit cannot be perfosnad
by nerely checking arithmetic accuracy of the balance sheet and incons
statement, and ensuring that the books"balaoce." It is therefore
Mandatory that the Cooaanding Officer ensure that a strong, null-qualified
Bad ««ll-trained audit teen is assigned to the task of internal audit
of nonappropriated funds.
The foregoing has been a discussion of the audit procedures
as apply to Officers* Messes, Chief Petty Officers 9 Blesses, and
Enlisted Han's Clubs ashore. The sane general principles and procedures
should apply to other types of nonappropriated funds. Sons nonappropriated
funds, notably credit unions, are audited by public accountants, tfcich
Units the internal audit role at the station level in ttjoso Instances.
They resale, however, subject to audit by representatives of the




It Is generally accepted that no systea of accounting or internal
control yet devised will positively prevent enfceaaleaent. The skillful,
sophisticated eobezzler will leave a very meager trail of evidence,
which aay de$y detection by the best systea of internal controls for
years. But well-devised, skillfully and consistently applied systoas
of accounting and internal control can go far toward preventing basically
itonest persons from yielding to teaptatioo. Deviations free established
astbods and procedures oust be detected prooptly by toe internal control
systea. Positive corrective action oast be taken, for each deviation
in established procedures represents a weak link in the chain of defenses
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(Short Title NfWPBHS 1S073), asMngton: DDpartaont of the
rtagy. 1934.
Office of the Controller, of the Nnry, Accounting Systeos for Military
tijeecrention Funds, i&shiagton: Dopartaent of the r&vy, 1954.
Office of the Cooptroler of the Navy,
Activities, (Short TiUe MVSCOS
of the Navy, 1955.




Bureau of Danral ftsrsonael, Casual for Chief Betty Officers* Masses and
Cnlieted *Ws Clubs Ashore. (Short Title: ftWPOS 15330),
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